Finding Family Online Teacher Resources KEY

Part 1: Cloze Exercise
1. immigrant
2. girl
3. came
4. loves
5. jealous
6. moved
7. sad
8. She
9. happy
10. Ernesto’s
11. read
12. her

Part 2: Cloze Exercise
1. and
2. moved
3. found
4. job
5. got
6. grandmother
7. need
8. hospital
9. friends
10. lucky
11. his
12. changing

Part 3: Cloze Exercise
1. learning
2. garage
3. upset
4. class
5. make
6. from
7. moved in
8. daughter
9. son
10. girlfriend
11. feels
12. discovering

Unit 4: Cloze Exercise
1. Veronica’s
2. director
3. bother
4. Ernesto
5. library
6. Wendy’s
7. back
8. wants
9. got
10. went
11. meet
12. both